OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Subject: Entrustment of additional charge of a CVO in a CPSE appointed by DoPT to another CPSE by the Administrative Ministry of the CPSEs concerned.

The undersigned is directed to say that the CVOs in various CPSEs etc. appointed by DoPT are bound by the guidelines issued by this Department from time to time. However, it has come to the notice of this Department that some CVOs are being assigned additional charge of other CPSE(s) by the Administrative Ministry/Department of the CPSEs concerned.

2. It has now been decided with the approval of the Competent Authority that any proposal for entrusting additional charge of a CVO of other CPSEs should be referred to DoPT for approval/orders of the Competent Authority.

3. All the Ministries/Departments are requested to ensure compliance of the above direction in future.

(M. M. Maurya)
Under Secretary to the Government of India
Tel No. 23094541

To
All Ministries/Departments of Govt. of India